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Agenda

• Understanding terms

• Current perspectives of viewing DEI and Accessibility

• Non-inclusive and inclusive examples

• Questions
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Understanding terms

• Accessibility

• DEI-A

• DEI

• Universal Design

• Inclusive Design

Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
Understanding that there’s a variety of definitions and meanings for terms, we want to share some examples and the approach that guides this presentation 
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Accessibility

A person with a disability can acquire the same information, 
engage in the same interactions, and enjoy the same services 
as a person without a disability, in an equally effective and 
integrated manner, with substantially equivalent ease of use.

Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
From a foundational perspective, we want to provide a definition for accessibility with the spirit of the broadest inclusion possible.Condensed from:Part 36 Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Disability in Public Accommodations and Commercial Facilities (as amended by the final rules published on August 11, 2016, and December 2, 2016) at https://www.ada.gov/law-and-regs/title-iii-regulations/
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Government Accountability Office (GAO)

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, & Accessibility (DEIA)

As the nation’s largest employer, the federal government strives to be a 
model for diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility (DEIA) and, according 
to Executive Order 14035, to cultivate a workforce that draws from the full 
diversity of the nation. 

Source: US Government Accountability Office Strengthening Diversity, 

Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility

https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-23-106254#:~:text=The%20Big%20Picture-,As%20the%20nation's%20largest%20employer%2C%20the%20federal%20government%20strives%20to,full%20diversity%20of%20the%20nation
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Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Rhode Island

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)

We appreciate and celebrate everything that makes us who we are, fostering 
a work environment where everyone feels a sense of belongingness and is 
empowered to succeed, regardless of age, color, national origin, citizenship 
status, physical or mental disability, race, religion, creed, gender, sex, sexual 
orientation, gender identity and/or expression.

Source: Blue Cross Blue Shield - Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

https://www.bcbsri.com/about/diversity
Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
Note:There are many more examples than these 2 we have shown here. In both these examples and others, the meaning and intent is captured in the organization’s strategic and operational perspectives.In this presentation, we take the approach that accessibility is included within DEI and explore strategy and what is being done. 
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Universal Design (UD)

The design of products and environments to be usable by all people, to the 
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized 
design. 

Source: NC State University Center for Universal Design

Although no longer an active center this is a simple and meaningful example.

https://design.ncsu.edu/research/center-for-universal-design/
Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
From: https://design.ncsu.edu/research/center-for-universal-design/ (NC State)     Notes: Additional definitions and resources for UD General Services Administration definition  of UD The Centre for Excellence in Universal DesignCenter for Applied Special Technology UDLNielsen Norman Group
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Inclusive Design

The inclusive design process proactively creates strategies, workflows, 
policies, products, and services that enable the full range of human diversity. 
It considers ability, gender, age, language, race, culture, economic situation, 
geographic location, and other differences throughout the design journey.

Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
Let’s talk about a pretty common example of inclusive design.We have a simple but concrete example for you to think about as we talk about different perspectives. Think about how you print a document on a sheet of paper. Now reflect on what are multiple possibilities to be more inclusive to print the page.
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Common Inclusive Design Experience

How do you print a document?

• Visual – printer icon

• Auditory – dropdown menu “Print” (text)

• Tactile – keyboard shortcut  “Ctrl/command + P”
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Inclusive Design Perspectives (1 of 2)

Strategic Perspective

• Executive leadership exposure and information to make strategic decisions

• Inclusive council reports to the President/CEO with input on strategic planning 
and policies

• Shift thinking from accommodating to including people with disabilities

• Integrate accessibility into efforts

• Including people with a variety of differences in discussion leads to understanding 
and equitable outcomes
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Inclusive Design Perspectives (2 of 2)

Operational Perspective

• Commitment statements

• Workforce initiatives

• Training topics

• Business process re-engineering

Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
Important to understand there are multiple strategic and operational perspectives that guide an organization.For example, budget often drives operational decisions, influences culture etc.. within a companyDEI budget may be inclusive of accessibility from a strategic perspective and include an accommodation budget versus separate budgets for DEI and accessibility. 
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When DEI and Accessibility are Separate

•DEI and Accessibility officers are not involved in each others’ 
efforts

•Awareness training, accessibility, and DEI are separate: first 
action, include common material in both trainings

•Goal: incorporate all aspects of diversity into one training in the 
future
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When DEI and Accessibility Overlap

•DEI and Accessibility leads work closely together

• Trainings incorporate all aspects of diversity, including 
accessibility

•Budgets usually remain separate

•Accessibility covers a wider variety of work, including 
significant customer-focused activities

•DEI focuses on internal activities and systems, and 
recruitment

Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
NotesAnother part of the puzzle, in many organizations, are ERGs – employee resource groups (sometimes called affinity groups)Employee Resource Groups are voluntary, employee-led groups whose aim is to foster a diverse, inclusive workplace aligned with the organization’s mission and core values. They're usually led and comprised of employees who share a characteristic, such as gender, ethnicity, religious affiliation, disability, or interest. ERGs provide support and help in personal or career development and create a safe space where employees can bring their whole selves to the table. Allies are often invited to join the ERG to support their colleagues.



Accessibility 
Statement Example
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How Inclusive is this Accessibility Statement?

“Company X is committed to making our offerings accessible to people with 

disabilities. Our ongoing accessibility effort works towards conforming to the 

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 2.0, AA). We welcome your 

accessibility feedback. For further assistance, please contact us at 

access@companyX.com”

.

How inclusive is this statement?

mailto:access@companyX.com
Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
NotesAudience input: WHAT is lacking in this example? Disability not diverse user. FocusedWcag 2.0 not as universal in natureOnly one means to contact the company
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More Inclusive Accessibility Statement

• Focus on usability for all, including users with disabilities

• WCAG 2.1, AA is a broader, more current standard

• Provides two methods to contact the company
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Accessibility Statement Example (2 of 2)

“Company X is committed to making our offerings accessible to all, including 

people with disabilities. We are continually improving the user experience for 

everyone by applying the relevant accessibility standards. Our ongoing 

accessibility effort works towards conforming to the Web Content 

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 2.1, AA). We welcome your feedback and 

want to meet your accessibility needs. For further assistance, please contact 

us at access@companyx.com or call us at xxx-xxx-xxxx. We aim to respond 

in a timely manner.” 

How is this statement more inclusive?

http://access@companyx.com
Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
Notes: usability for all including those with disabilities; focused, broad accessibility standards, WCAG 2.1 AA, 2 methods of contact included to connect with company.



DEI Exercise 
Example

Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
Let’s take a look at an actual activity you might be asked to participate in during a DEI training
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Professional Circle of Influence Activity Excerpt

Think about your circle of influence. Who do you seek out for 
advice/input? With whom do you collaborate or consider when 
assembling a product team? How similar or different are you from 
them?
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Circle of Influence 

How Inclusive is this Circle of Influence Activity?

Characteristics similar or 
different from you

Seek out advice/input Contribute to project

Age group

Gender

Physical ability

Race/Ethnicity

Sexual orientation

Socio-economic status

Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
Disability entails much more than physical ability.Ask for input for more inclusive perspective
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What might a more inclusive DEI activity look like?

• Multiple visible and invisible disabilities

• Greater variety of social/cultural identities



More Inclusive Circle of Influence Activity

Characteristics: similar or different 
from you?

Seek out advice/input Contribute to project

Age group

Cognitive functioning

Computer literacy

Education level

Expertise

Gender

Marital/family status

National origin

Physical ability

Political views

Race/Ethnicity

Religion

Sexual orientation

Socio-economic status

Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
Affirm aspects of disability that were mentioned and share any that were not mentioned that are on the list.Share how “expertise” and “computer literacy” and others may lend to bias based upon assumptions about ability



Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) 
Hiring Interview 
Video Guidelines 
Example
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How inclusive are these guidelines?

The following criteria will be evaluated to decide which applicants will 
advance to the next stage in the hiring process.

1. Applicant will record video responses to interview questions within 15 
minutes.

2. Voice analysis and natural language processing technologies will be 
used to evaluate applicant skills and abilities. Analysis is available in 
English, Spanish, and Mandarin.

3. Applicant will play an interactive game to measure relevant skills and 
abilities to reduce bias.
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What might more inclusive guidelines look like?

• Examine hiring technologies before use, and regularly when in use, to 
assess whether they screen out individuals with disabilities who can 
perform the essential functions of the job with or without required 
reasonable accommodations.

• Allow applicant to take their time to complete the video.

• Provide multiple ways to assess applicant’s skills and abilities.

• Ensure games or tests measure only relevant skills and abilities.

• Describe enough information about the process/activity for the applicant to 
determine whether to request an accommodation.

• Provide process and contact to request an accommodation.

Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
notes: excerpts from US Department of Justice and Equal Employment Opportunity Commission May 12, 2022Algorithms, Artificial Intelligence, and Disability Discrimination in HiringEmployers should examine hiring technologies before use, and regularly when in use, to assess whether they screen out individuals with disabilities who can perform the essential functions of the job with or without required reasonable accommodations.1: An arbitrarily selected allotment of time may prevent an otherwise qualified candidate from demonstrating their knowledge, skills and abilities. People who take time to process information or use assistive technology may be unintentionally excluded from the next stage in the hiring process. 2:For example, if a county government uses facial and voice analysis technologies to evaluate applicants’ skills and abilities, people with disabilities like autism or speech impairments may be screened out, even if they are qualified for the job. 3:Under the ADA, employers must ensure that any such tests or games measure only the relevant skills and abilities of an applicant, rather than reflecting the applicant’s impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills that the tests do not seek to measure.For example, an applicant to a school district with a vision impairment may get passed over for a staff assistant job because they do poorly on a computer-based test that requires them to see, even though that applicant is able to do the job. 
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More inclusive AI hiring technology video guidelines

The following criteria will be evaluated, with human oversight, to decide which 
applicants will advance to the next stage in the hiring process.

1. Applicant will record video responses to 9 interview questions.

2. Voice analysis and natural language processing technologies will be one 
of several ways used to assess an applicant’s skills and abilities. Analysis 
is available in English, Spanish, Mandarin, and Sign Language.

3. Applicant will play an accessible interactive game by use of mouse or 
keystrokes to measure relevant skills and abilities.

4. The process and contact to request reasonable accommodation will be 
posted with instructions. 

Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
NotesOn the AI front, more can be done to be more inclusive from the beginning of the design processWhle in its infancy, there is a call for research in the are of NLP recognition of sign language and having that as a future option would be excitingIt is critical to have the accommodation process and contacts in place
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How might you apply these ideas in your role?

Identify a strategy, statement, activity, policy, or web page that may be 
enhanced to be more inclusive.

• How can inclusivity be enhanced?

• What is one challenge or barrier you want to fix?

• What one action can you take today to begin the process?

Presenter Notes
Sticky Note
NoteGive audience a few minutes to reflect and jot down some ideas in their preferred format.Taking small actions today can gain momentum for greater inclusive design in the future.
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Questions
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